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WILLIS THE PILOT,

A Sequel to the Swiss Family Robinson:

OR,

ADVENTURES OF AN EMIGRANT FAMILY
WRECKED ON AN UNKNOWN COAST OF THE PACIFIC
OCEAN.

INTERSPERSED WITH
TALES, INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL, AND ILLUSTRATIONS OF
NATURAL HISTORY.
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PREFACE.
The love of adventure that characterises the youth of the present
day, and the growing tendency of the surplus European population
to seek abroad the comforts that are often denied at home, gives
absorbing interest to the narratives of old colonists and settlers in
the wonderful regions of the New World. Accordingly, the work
known as the Swiss Family Robinson has long enjoyed a well-merited
popularity, and has been perused by a multitude of readers, young
and old, with profit as well as pleasure.
A Swiss clergyman resolved to better his fortune by emigration.
In furtherance of this resolution, he embarked with his wife and
four sons—the latter ranging from eight to fifteen years of age—for
one of the newly-discovered islands in the Pacific Ocean. As far as
the coast of New Guinea the voyage had been favorable, but here a
violent storm arose, which drove the ill-fated vessel out of its
course, and finally cast it a wreck upon an unknown coast. The
family succeeded in extricating themselves from the stranded ship,
and landed safely on shore; but the remaining passengers and crew
all perished. For many years these six individuals struggled alone
against a variety of trials and privations, till at length another storm
brought the English despatch-boat Nelson within reach of their signals. Such is a brief outline of the events recorded in the Swiss Family Robinson.
The present volume is virtually a continuation of this narrative.
The careers of the four sons—Frank, Ernest, Fritz, and Jack—are
taken up where the preceding chronicler left them off. The subsequent adventures of these four young men, by flood and field, are
faithfully detailed. With these particulars are mingled the experiences of another interesting family that afterwards became dwellers
in the same territory; as are also the sayings and doings of a weather-beaten sailor—Willis the Pilot.
The scene is laid chiefly in the South Seas, and the narrative illustrates the geography and ethnology of that section of the Far-West.
The difficulties, dangers, and hardships to be encountered in founding a new colony are truthfully set forth, whilst it is shown how
9

readily these are overcome by perseverance and intelligent labor. It
will be seen that a liberal education has its uses, even under circumstances the least likely to foster the social amenities, and that, too,
not only as regards the mental well-being of its possessors, but also
as regards augmenting their material comforts.
In the Swiss Family Robinson the resources of Natural History have
been largely, and perhaps somewhat freely, drawn upon. This
branch of knowledge has, therefore, been left throughout the present volume comparatively untouched. Nevertheless, as it is the aim
of the narrator to combine instruction with amusement, the more
elementary phenomena of the Physical Sciences have been blended
with the current of the story—thus garnishing, as it were, the dry,
hard facts of Owen, Liebig, and Arago, with the more attractive,
groupings of life and action.
The reader has, consequently, in hand a mélange of the useful and
agreeable—a little for the grave and a little for the gay—so that,
should our endeavors to impart instruction prove unavailing, en
revanche we may, perhaps, be more successful in our efforts to
amuse.
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CHAPTER I.
THE COLONY—REFLECTIONS ON THE PAST—IDEAS OF
WILLIS THE PILOT—SOPHIA WOLSTON.
The early adventures of the Swiss family, who were wrecked on
an unknown coast in the Pacific Ocean, have already been given to
the world. There are, however, many interesting details in their
subsequent career which have not been made public. These, and the
conversations with which they enlivened the long, dreary days of
the rainy season, we are now about to lay before our readers.
Becker, his wife, and their four sons had been fifteen years on this
uninhabited coast, when a storm drove the English despatch sloop
Nelson to the same spot. Before this event occurred, the family had
cleared and enclosed a large extent of country; but, whether the
territory was part of an island or part of a continent, they had not
yet ascertained. The land was naturally fertile; and, amongst other
things that had been obtained from the wreck of their ship, were
sundry packages of European seeds: the produce of these, together
with that of two or three heads of cattle they had likewise rescued
from the wreck, supplied them abundantly with the necessaries of
life. They had erected dwellings here and there, but chiefly lived in
a cave near the shore, over the entrance to which they had built a
sort of gallery. This structure, conjointly with the cave, formed a
commodious habitation, to which they had given the name of Rockhouse. In the vicinity, a stream flowed tranquilly into the sea; this
stream they were accustomed to call Jackal River, because, a few
days after their landing, they had encountered some of these animals on its banks. Fronting Rockhouse the coast curved inwards,
the headlands on either side enclosing a portion of the ocean; to this
inlet they had given the name of Safety Bay, because it was here they
first felt themselves secure after having escaped the dangers of the
storm. In the centre of the bay there was a small island which they
called Shark's Island, to commemorate the capture of one of those
monsters of the deep. Safely Bay, had, a second time, acquired a
legitimate title to its name, for in it Providence had brought the
Nelson safely to anchor.
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By unwearying perseverance, indefatigable industry, and an untiring reliance on the goodness of God, Becker and his family had
surrounded themselves with abundance. There was only one thing
left for them to desire, and that was the means of communicating
with their kindred; and now this one wish of their hearts was gratified by the unexpected appearance of the Nelson on their shore. The
fifteen years of exile they had so patiently endured was at once
forgotten. Every bosom was filled with boundless joy; so true it is,
that man only requires a ray of sunshine to change his most poignant griefs into smiles and gladness.
The first impressions of their deliverance awakened in the minds
of the young people a flood of projects. The mute whisperings that
murmured within them had divulged to their understandings that
they were created for a wider sphere than that in which they had
hitherto been confined. Europe and its wonders—society, with its
endearing interchanges of affection—that vast panorama of the arts
and of civilization, of the trivial and the sublime, of the beautiful
and terrible, that is called the world—came vividly into their
thoughts. They felt as a man would feel when dazzled all at once by
a spectacle, the splendor of which the eyes and the mind can only
withstand by degrees. They had spelt life in the horn-book of true
and simple nature—they were now about to read it fluently in the
gilded volume of a nature false and vitiated, perhaps to regret their
former tranquil ignorance.
Becker himself had, for an instant, given way to the general enthusiasm, but reflection soon regained her sway; he asked himself
whether he had solid reasons for wishing to return to Europe,
whether it would be advisable to relinquish a certain livelihood,
and abandon a spot that God appeared to bless beyond all others, to
run after the doubtful advantages of civilized society.
His wife desired nothing better than to end her days there, under
the beautiful sky, where, from the bosom of the tempest, they had
been guided by the merciful will of Him who is the source of all
things. Still the solitude frightened her for her children. "Might it
not," she asked herself, "be egotism to imprison their young lives in
the narrow limits of maternal affection?" It occurred to her that the
dangers to which they were constantly exposed might remove them
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from her; to-day this one, to-morrow another; what, then, would be
her own desolation, when there remained to her no bosom on which
to rest her head—no heart to beat in unison with her own—no kindly hand to grasp—and no friendly voice to pray at her pillow, when
she was called away in her turn!
At length, after mature deliberation, it was resolved that Becker
himself, his wife, Fritz and Jack, two of their sons, should remain
where they were, whilst the two other young men should return to
Europe with a cargo of cochineal, pearls, coral, nutmegs, and other
articles that the country produced of value in a commercial point of
view. It was, however, understood that one of the two should return again as soon as possible, and bring back with him any of his
countrymen who might be induced to become settlers in this land of
promise, Becker hoping, by this means, to found a new colony
which might afterwards flourish under the name of New Switzerland. The mission to Europe was formally confided to Frank and
Ernest, the two most sedate of the family.
Besides the captain and crew, there was on board the ship now
riding at anchor in the bay a passenger, named Wolston, with his
wife and two daughters. This gentleman was on his way to join his
son at the Cape of Good Hope, but had been taken seriously ill previous to the Nelsons arrival on the coast. He and his family were
invited on shore by Becker, and had taken up their quarters at
Rockhouse. Wolston was an engineer by profession, but his wife
belonged to a highly aristocratic family of the West of England; she
had been brought up in a state of ease and refinement, was possessed of all the accomplishments required in fashionable society,
but she was at the same time gifted with strong good sense, and
could readily accommodate herself to the circumstances in which
she was now placed. Her two daughters, Sophia the youngest, a
lively child of thirteen, and Mary the eldest, a demure girl of sixteen, had been likewise carefully, but somewhat elaborately, educated. Attracted no less by the hearty and warm reception of the
Swiss family, than determined by the state of his health and the
pure air of the country, Wolston resolved to await there the return
of the sloop, the official destination of which was the Cape of Good
Hope, where it had to land despatches from Sidney.
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Captain Littlestone, of H.B.M.'s sloop Nelson, had kindly consented to all these arrangements; he agreed to convey Ernest and Frank
Becker and their cargo to the Cape, to aid them there with his experience, and, finally, to recommend them to some trustworthy correspondents he had at Liverpool. He likewise promised to bring back
young Wolston with him on his return voyage.
Everything being prepared, the departure was fixed for the next
day: the sloop, with the blue Peter at the fore, was ready, as soon as
the anchor was weighed, to continue her voyage. The cargo had
been stowed under hatches. Becker had just given the farewell dinner to Captain Littlestone and Lieutenant Dunsley, his second in
command. These two gentlemen had discreetly taken their leave,
not to interrupt by their presence the final embraces of the family,
the ties of which, after so many long years of labor and hardship,
were for the first time to be broken asunder.
During the voyage, Wolston had formed an intimacy with the
boatswain of the Nelson, named Willis, and he, on his side, held
Wolston and his family in high esteem. Willis was likewise a great
favorite with his captain—they had served in the same ship together
when boys; Willis was known to be a first-rate seaman; so great,
indeed, was his skill in steering amongst reefs and shoals, that he
was familiarly styled the "Pilot," by which cognomen he was better
known on board than any other. At the particular request of Wolston, who had some communications to make to him respecting his
son, Willis remained on shore, the captain promising to send his gig
for him and his two passengers the following morning.
Whilst Wolston was busy charging the pilot with a multitude of
messages for his son, Mrs. Becker was invoking the blessings of
Heaven upon the heads of her two boys; praying that the hour
might be deferred that was to separate her from these idols of her
soul. Becker himself, upon whom his position, as head of the family,
imposed the obligation of exhibiting, at least outwardly, more courage, instilled into their minds such principles of truth and rules of
conduct as the solemnity of the moment was calculated to engrave
on their hearts.
The dial now marked three o'clock, tropical time. Willis, wiping,
with the cuff of his jacket, a drop that trickled from the corner of his
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